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the natural styling concept  
a way to experience hair styling naturally 
in the approach, contents and results.
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 > innovative ingredients coming from the milk_shake research, studied for a soft  
            and conditioning styling with a natural effect

   > new technologies store the shapes, define the styling   
          effects and enhance the hair shine 

> milk proteins, have a strong supplementary and conditioning action on the hair structure inside the cortex

    > the extract of Litchis (Litchi chinensis), rich in Vitamin C,  
minerals and natural antioxidants, carries out a strongly protective action from solar rays  
  and atmospheric agents, avoiding colour fading and weakening of the capillary structure  
            and carrying out a revitalizing and anti-age action

 > high quality resins enable a long-lasting, flexible styling which stands up  
  to changes in the air’s dampness values 

> filmogen agents protect the hair from the thermic tools during the styling and the finishing  

 > solar filter, increases protection from solar rays 

> a new style for hair styling to softly enhance the beauty, with glamour, class and softness.
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styling potion 
> soft hold  

>  conditioning and antistatic agents, give softness and shine to the hair, making it 
easy to comb and eliminating static electricity;

>  milk proteins, have a strong integrative and conditioning action on the hair structure 
inside the cortex;

>  extract of Litchis, rich in Vitamin C, minerals and natural antioxidants, carries out 
a strongly protective action from solar rays and from atmospheric agents, avoiding 
colour fading and weakening of the capillary structure and carrying out a revitalizing 
and anti-age action;

>  high quality resin, enables a long-lasting and flexible styling, which stands up to 
changes in the air’s dampness value;

>  solar filter, increases protection from solar rays;
>  special conditioning end emollient agents condition the hair and make it easier to 

comb during the styling;
>  conveys a soft support and an immediate conditioning effect;
>  particularly suitable for fine and medium hair;
>  versatile and unique, smoothes the hair scales and gives volume and natural 

thickness. 

smoothing cream
> soft hold  

>   a special silicon rubber creates a transparent film by smoothing, protecting and 
conditioning the hair, without making it look dull;

>  special conditioning and emollient agents condition the hair and make brushing 
easier during the styling;

>  a fixative filmogen agent enables the creation of long-lasting sleek hair, protecting it 
from the thermic action thanks to a filming effect and conveying dampness resistance; 

>  milk proteins, have a strong integrative and conditioning action on the hair structure 
inside the cortex;

>  extract of Litchis, rich in Vitamin C, minerals and natural antioxidants carries out a 
strongly protective action from solar rays and atmospheric agents, avoiding colour 
fading and weakening of the capillary structure and carrying out a revitalizing and anti-
age action;

>  solar filter, increases protection from solar rays 
>  smoothes the cuticle scales and gives a light support with a natural effect;
>  enables sleek hair created by the styling adding durability, especially for medium and  

thick hair;
>  versatile for curly hair too, to eliminate the frizzy effect and to help the creation of curls;
>  makes hair soft and bright.



shaping foam 
>> medium hold  

> filmogen and fixative polymers, enables the creation and the duration of any hair 
style with a flexible strength;

>  conditioning and antistatic agents, give softness and shine to the hair, making it 
easy to comb and eliminating static electricity;

>  milk proteins, have a strong integrative and conditioning action on the hair structure 
inside the cortex;

>  extract of Litchis, rich in Vitamin C, minerals and natural antioxidants, carries out 
a strongly protective action from solar rays and from atmospheric agents, avoiding 
colour fading and weakening of the capillary structure and carrying out a revitalizing 
and anti-age action;

>  solar filter, increases protection from solar rays;
>  creates volume and style during the set on every hair type;
>  gives thickness and natural control with flexible strength;
>  makes hair bright, thick and thriving.

liquid designer  
> soft hold  

> panthenol (pro-vitamin B5) moisturizes, conditions and gives thickness to the hair, 
reducing the creation of split ends; 

>  antistatic, filmogen and fixative agents, give softness and shine to the hair 
eliminating static electricity;

>  cationic polymers, condition the hair making it easier to comb, either when dry, or 
wet and maintaining the volume without making it dull. 

>  filmogen and fixative polymer, enables the creation and the duration of any drying 
with a memory effect, conveying a flexible strength;

>  milk proteins, have a strong integrative and conditioning action on the hair structure 
inside the cortex;

>  extract of Litchis, rich in Vitamin C, minerals and natural antioxidants, carries out 
a strongly protective action from solar rays and from atmospheric agents, avoiding 
colour fading and weakening of the capillary structure and carrying out a revitalizing 
and anti-age action;

>  solar filter, increases protection from solar rays;
>  conveys memory, support and definition to the styling;
>  very versatile in its use: for every hair style and type;
>  makes the hair bright, thick and thriving. 



eco-mist styler 
>> medium hold  

> high quality resin enables a long-lasting, flexible styling, which stands up to changes 
in the air’s dampness values; 

>  amphoteric polymer, thanks to its ± (positive and negative) charge, it perfectly binds 
to any hair type with an excellent memory control and hold, maintaining the hair flexible, 
bright and full; 

>  panthenol (pro-vitamin B5) moisturizes, conditions and gives thickness to the hair, 
reducing the creation of split ends; 

>  a mixture of silicons; creates a transparent film, polishing, protecting and conditioning 
the air without making it dull;

>  solar filter, increases protection from solar rays;
>  conveys strength to the styling and finishes off every hairstyle;
>  versatile and quickly dryable, it gives a medium support with a natural effect;
>  makes the hair bright and thick.

sparkling glaze 
>> medium hold  

> panthenol (pro-vitamin B5) moisturizes, conditions and gives thickness to the hair, 
reducing the creation of split ends; 

>  trace elements complex, conditioning and emollient, makes the hair thick and thriving; 
> milk proteins, have a strong integrative and conditioning action on the hair structure 

inside the cortex;
>  extract of Litchis, rich in Vitamin C, minerals and natural antioxidants, carries out a 

strongly protective action from solar rays and from atmospheric agents, avoiding colour 
fading and weakening of the capillary structure and carrying out a revitalizing and  
anti-age action;

>  solar filter, increases protection from solar rays;
>  conveys definition and support to curly hair and volume and thickness to sleek hair;
>  creates an elastic, conditioning and long-lasting effect;
>  makes the hair bright, thick and thriving. 

> respectful conditioning versatily shape support



open air hairspray 
>> medium hold

>  filmogen and fixative polymer, enables the duration of any hairstyle with a memory 
effect, conveying a flexible strength; 

> solar filter, increases protection from solar rays;
> to fasten and maintain the created styling for a long time;
> conveys a medium and natural support to the hair;
> makes the hair bright, thick and thriving.

texturizing paste 
> soft hold  

> milk proteins, have a strong integrative and conditioning action on the hair structure 
inside the cortex;

>  extract of Litchis, rich in Vitamin C, minerals and natural antioxidants, carries out a 
strongly protective action from solar rays and from atmospheric agents, avoiding colour 
fading and weakening of the capillary structure and carrying out a revitalizing and anti-
age action;

>  solar filter, increases protection from solar rays
>  to sculpt, build and define;
>  suitable for any hair type thanks to its soft and natural support;
>  makes the hair thick and bright. 
 

definition long-lasting texture volume shine protection



styling potion  
> soft hold  
Use: take the required quantity and apply on the clean and damp 
hair by massaging. Proceed with the styling.

sparkling glaze 
>> medium hold
Use: shake well, keep it downward and take the required quantity. 
Apply on the clean and damp hair massaging from the roots to the 
ends. Proceed with the styling. 

shaping foam 
>> medium hold
Use: shake well, keep it upward and take the required quantity. 
Apply on the clean and damp hair by massaging. Proceed with the 
styling.

open air hairspray 
>> medium hold
Use: spray from a distance of 25-30 cm from the hair until the 
desired hairstyle is obtained.

liquid designer  
> soft hold   
Use: take the required quantity and apply on the clean and damp hair. 
Proceed with the styling. To be used also after blow-drying in order to 
strengthen curls.

texturizing paste
> soft hold  
Use: massage the required quantity on your hands, then apply on 
the dry hair and style. 

smoothing cream
> soft hold  
Use: take the required quantity and apply on the clean and damp 
hair by massaging. Proceed with the styling. 

eco-mist styler 
>> medium hold  
Use: spray on the hair from a distance of 20-30 cm.
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